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ON A SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC NEUMANN PROBLEM WITH
ASYMMETRIC NONLINEARITIES

J.-P. GOSSEZ AND P. OMARI

Abstract. We consider the Neumann problem (1.1) below. We extend the

range of applicability of the sharp nonresonance condition derived in [Go-Om]

so as, in particular, allow asymmetric nonlinearities.

1. Introduction

This paper is mainly concerned with the Neumann problem

Í -Au = g(u) - h(x)   inQ,

1 ' ' 1 du/du = 0   on oil

Here A is the Laplacian operator, Q is a bounded domain of RN, N > 1 ,

with C1'1 boundary and unit exterior normal v , g is a continuous function

on R and h is taken in L°°(f2) (or in LP(Q)).
In a previous work [Go-Om], we showed that if

g(s) 2G(s)
(1.2) lim sup——<X2   and      lim sup   ——<k2,

s—>±oo       S s—>+oo S
(or s—• — oo)

then a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.1) to be solvable for any h €

L°°(f2) is that the range of g be all of K. Here kx = 0 < k2 < ■ ■ ■ denote
the distinct eigenvalues of -A on Q with Neumann boundary condition, and

G(s) = Jo g(t) dt. The surjectivity of g thus provides a nonresonance condi-

tion at the eigenvalue Xx = 0. We refer to [Go-Om] for historical background

and detailed bibliography.
Condition (1.2) controls the possible interference of the nonlinearity g with

the higher part of the spectrum of the associated linear operator. That a restric-

tion of this sort is needed follows trivially by considering the linear example

g(s) = Xks, k > 2 . Our purpose in the present paper is to weaken this condi-

tion (1.2) in light of two recent contributions in the area.

The first of these contributions concerns the Dirichlet problem

( -Au = g(u) - h(x)   inf2,

I u = 0   on (9Q.
_
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An improvement of the interesting result of [Co-Ol] was given in [DS-Om] in

the case of autonomous nonlinearities (as considered here). It amounts e.g.

to replacing a restriction from above on Iirnsup2c7(.s')/s2 by exactly the same

restriction from above on liminf 2G(s)/s2. The second contribution concerns

the Fucik spectrum for -A with, say, Neumann boundary condition. This is

defined as the set X of those (k+ ,L)eI2 such that

( -Au = k+u+-k-u~    inil,

\du/dv = 0   ondQ.

admits a nontrivial solution. Clearly Z contains the two lines R x {0} and

{0} x R. It was shown in [DF-Go] that Z contains a first (nontrivial) curve

Cx , which passes through (k2, k2), is continuous, strictly decreasing, symmetric

with respect to the diagonal and, for N > 2, asymptotic to the above two

lines. This of course paves the way to considering asymmetric nonlinearities in

problem (1.1).

lheorem 1.1. Assume that, for some (k+ , /_) e Ci,

(1.5) lim sup Í^l< k-   and   limsup^<A+,
s—►— oo       S j—>+oo        5

with moreover

c2G(s)      o f       e2G{s)      ,(1.6) hminf—^- < k-    or    liminf—~-<k+.
v s->-oo      S2 s->+oo       s2

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.1) to be solvable for any h e

L°°(Q) is that the range of g be all of R.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in §2. We observe in this respect that

one of the main tricks in [DS-Om] consists in deriving an estimate on a line

integral from an estimate on a volume integral. This line should connect points

in il where the solutions are suitably controlled. In the case of the Dirichlet

problem (1.3), one extremity can be taken on 9fi, due to the boundary con-

dition. Adapting this idea to the Neumann boundary condition requires some

care. The technical details are contained in the rather lengthy Claims 5 and 6 of

§2. We also observe that introducing asymmetric nonlinearities in the approach

of [DS-Om] leads to another difficulty, at the level of Lemma 3.1 of [DS-Om],
whose proof has a definite linear character. Claim 2 of §2, which uses some ob-

servations from [H-O-Z], shows how to bypass this lemma, by deriving directly

one of its crucial consequences (i.e. (2.10) below).

In §3 we briefly consider two other situations where the techniques developed

in §2 can be applied.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

The necessary part is easily derived, as in [Go-Om]. The sufficient part is a

direct consequence of the following

Proposition 2.1. Assume (1.5) and (1.6), and let h 6 L°°(Q).   Then (1.1) is

solvable if

(2.1) essinfh(x) and esssuph(x) e range of g.
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Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let A and B be constants such that

(2.2) g(A) = essinfh(x)   and   g(B) = esssuoh(x).

Clearly A is an upper solution and B is a lower solution for (1.1). Conse-

quently, if A > B, the conclusion follows from the standard method of upper-

lower solutions. Therefore let us assume from now on A < B . We can further

assume that

(2.3) lim sup ^(5) < +00   and    liminfg(.S') > -00.
i->-oo J^+oo

Indeed otherwise there would exist either a constant lower solution B' < A or a

constant upper solution A' > B, and in any case one could conclude as above.

We can further assume that

(2.4) A < 0 < B.

Indeed otherwise one could reduce to this situation by the change of variable

v = u - (A + B)/2.
We will use the following homotopy:

-Au = p[g(u) - h(x)] +(I - p)nu   inQ,
(2.5)

1 dujdv = 0   on«9Q,

where r\ is fixed with 0 < n < min{k+ , /_} and p varies in [0, 1]. Let us fix

p > N. We observe that since g has linear growth (a consequence of (1.5) and

(2.3)) and h e L°°(Q), any solution u e HX(Q) of (2.5) belongs to W^<p(Q) ,

and therefore the equation in (2.5) is satisfied a.e. in Q and u e C'(Q).

Our proof consists in building in C°(Q) an open bounded set cf, with 0 e

cf, such that no solution of (2.5) with p e [0, 1[ occurs on the boundary dcf.

Homotopy invariance of the degree then yields the conclusion of Proposition

2.1. This open set tf will have the form

(2.6) cf = {ueC°(U); R<minu<B   and A < maxu < S} ,

where A and B are as above and where R and S will be chosen after Claim

5 below.

Claim 1. If w is a solution of (2.5) for some p e [0, 1[, then

(2.7) maxu ^ A   and    mint/ ^ B.

Proof of Claim 1. Assuming that e.g. max u = A , one derives a contradiction

exactly as on p. 439 of [Go-Om], by using the interior and the boundary forms

of the strong maximum principle in Sobolev spaces.    D

The following Claims 2, 3 and 5 give properties of solutions u of (2.5) for

p E[0, 1 ] which satisfy

(2.8) A < u(x) < B   for at least one xefi

(here A and B can in fact be arbitrary fixed numbers).

Claim 2. Let (u„ , p„) be a sequence of solutions of (2.5), satisfying (2.8) and

suchthat llw^lloo —>+00 . Then, for a subsequence, Wn/||w«||oo converges weakly

in W2'P(Q.) to some function v ^ 0 such that

i -Av = k+v+- k-v-    inQ,

\ dvjdv = 0   on dQ,
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p„ —► 1 and

(2.10) IIMoo1 / \g(ux) - (k+u+ - k-u„)\dx ^ 0.

Proof of Claim 2. First, using (1.5) and (2.3), we can write, as in Proposition 2.1

of [H-O-Z], g(s) = p(s)s+ - q(s)s~ + r(s), with p, q, r continuous functions
such that

(2.11) 0<p(s)<k+,     0<q(s)<k-    for all 5 G R,

(2.12) r(s)/s^0   as \s\ -> +oo.

Let us put v„ = Un/WunWoo . Then v„ satisfies

{-Av„ = (p„p(u„) + (\ -p„)n)v+ -(p„q(u„) + (l -p„)n)v~

+ p„(r(u„)-h(x))/\\un\\oc   inQ,

dv„/dv = 0   on ÖQ.

This implies that v„ remains bounded in W2-p(Q.) and so, for a subsequence,

v„ —> v weakly in W2>P(Q.) where ||i>||oo = 1 • Moreover, by (2.8), v vanishes

somewhere in Q. We can also suppose that for a further subsequence, p„ —►

pe [0, 1] and p„p(u„)+(l-p„)n and p„q(u„)+(l-p„)t] converge in L°°(Q),

with respect to the weak* topology, to some po, <7o € L°°(Q) respectively. By

(2.11) these functions satisfy 0 < Po(x) < k+ and 0 < qo(x) < k- a.e. in Q,

and by (2.12), p„(r(u„) - h(x))l\\u„\\00 —> 0 uniformly a.e. in Q. Therefore v
satisfies

(2l4) ( -At; = Po(x)v+- q0(x)v~    inQ,

1 '    ' \ dv/dv = 0   ondQ.

We also observe that as long as po and qo are considered only on the sets

{v > 0} and {v < 0} respectively, we can assume

(2.15) Mx) = n   a'e-in^<°}'

Qo(x) - f]   a.e. in {v > 0}.

We now distinguish three cases: (i) po(x) — 0 or qo(x) = 0 a.e. in Q, (ii)

Po(x) > 0 on a subset of Q of positive measure, qo(x) > 0 on a subset of Q

of positive measure, and meas{x e Q; po(x) < k+ and qo(x) < k-} = 0, (iii)

Po(x) > 0 on a subset of Q of positive measure, qo(x) > 0 on a subset of Q

of positive measure, and meas{x € Q; Po(x) < k+ and qo(x) < k-} > 0.

In case (i), if e.g. Po(x) = 0 a.e. in Q, then, by (2.15), v(x) > 0 on Q
and hence, by (2.14), v is constant. Since v vanishes somewhere, v = 0, a

contradiction. In case (iii) one also gets a contradiction from (2.14) by using

Lemma 8 from [DF-Go]. In the remaining case (ii), we first observe that v

cannot be of one sign. Indeed if for instance v > 0 in Q, then by (2.14),

fiiPov - 0 and so v vanishes on a set of positive measure. But this is not

possible since the solutions of (2.14) enjoy the unique continuation property.
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Therefore v changes sign on Q and we have

(2.16)       Po(x) = k+   a.e. in {v > 0}   and   qo(x) = A-    a.e. in {v < 0}.

Indeed, otherwise, by (2.15), we should get

meas{x G Q; Po(x) < k+ and qo(x) < k-} > 0,

which is a contradiction in the case we are presently considering.   It follows

from (2.16) that (2.14) actually reads

f -Av =k+v+ -k-v~    inQ,

0   onöQ,

r -Av =

i.e. v is a generalized eigenfunction associated to (k+,k-). We also deduce

from (2.16) that p = 1. Therefore p(u„) and q(u„) converge with respect to

the weak* topology of L°°(v > 0) and L°°(v < 0) to po and q0 respectively.

Hence we have

/     \k+-p(u„)\dx=        \po-p(u„)\dx=        (po-p(un))dx-*0,
Jv>0 Jv>0 Jv>0

/     \k--q(u„)\dx =/     \q0-q(u„)\dx =        (q0 - q(u„))dx-* 0,
Jv<0 Jv<0 Jv<0

and we deduce

,+
/   \g(Un)/\\un\\00-(k+V+ -k-Vn )\dx
Ja

= /  \(p(u„) - k+)v+ - (q(u„) - k-)v~ + r^/WunW^dx
Ja

< / \p(u„) - k+\v+dx + I \q(u„) - k-\v~ dx
Ja Ja

+ i \p(un) - k+\ \v+ - v+\dx+ I \q(u„) - k-\ \v~ -v~\dx
Ja Ja

+   /   MUnMWUnWoodx^O
Ja

as n —y oc . This concludes the proof of Claim 2.   D

Claim 3. There exist constants C > 0 and 0 < nx < 1 < r\2 such that if u is

a solution of (2.5) for some p G [0, 1], satisfying (2.8), with \\u\loc > C, then

min u • max u < 0 and nx < max «/(- min u) < n2 .

Proof of Claim 3. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2 in [DS-Om]. One

uses Claim 2 and the fact that any nonzero generalized eigenfunction corre-

sponding to (k+,k-) changes sign in Q.   D

Claim 4. There exist constants a, b such that if u is a solution of (2.5) for

some p e [0, 1], then HVwHoo < a||M||oo + b.

Proof of Claim 4. The inequality of Claim 4 is a consequence of the Lp regu-

larity theory and of the fact that g has linear growth.   D
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In the next claim we exploit assumption ( 1.6) on the primitive. Let us suppose

for instance that

(2.17) liminf^P</+.
s—+oo       S2

Claim 5. There exists a sequence Sn —► +00 such that if « is a solution of

(2.5) for some p G [0, 1], satisfying (2.8), then max« / S„ for all n .

Proof of Claim 5. By (2.17) there exists a sequence s„ —> +oc such that

(2.18) —-r!L-A<A+.

We will show that S„ can be taken as a tail sequence of the sequence s„ . Indeed,

suppose by contradiction that for a subsequence of s„ , still denoted by s„ ,

there are solutions u„ of (2.9), satisfying (2.8), such that maxw„ = s„ . Since

||w«||oo -* +00, we deduce from Claim 2 that for a subsequence, ««/||««||oo —► v

uniformly on Q, where «isa nonzero generalized eigenfunction associated to

(k+ , k-), and that

IIM^o1 / \g(u„) - (k+u+ - k-u~)\dx ^ 0.
Ja

To carry on our proof of Claim 5, we need the following technical result,

whose proof is postponed a little bit.

Claim 6. For every xn, yo € Q, there exists a (simple piecewise linear) path y ,

joining xn to yo and having range contained in Q, with the possible exception

of the end points xn and yo , such that, possibly for a subsequence,

Mío1 f \g(u„) - (k+u+n - k-u~)\ ^ 0,
Jy

where /   denotes a line integral.

By Claim 3 we know that each u„ changes sign on Q, provided n is suffi-

ciently large. Let us denote by y„ G Q a point where u„ vanishes and let x„ G Q

be such that u„(x„) = max u„ . We clearly can suppose that x„ —► xn G Q and

yn —* yo € Q, and we have v(xq) — max« and v(yo) = 0. Let y„ denote

the path joining x„ to y„ constructed in the following way: first join x„ to

xn by a C1 path a„ having range in Q, then join xn to yo by the piecewise

linear path y provided by Claim 6, and finally join yo to y„ by a C1 path x„

having range in Q. By the C1,1 character of 9Q, a„ and x„ can be taken

such that

(2.19) l(cr„)^0   and   £(x„)-^0,

where £( ) denotes the length of the corresponding path. Now, using the linear
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^-s2n-G(s„) =

r

^("„(x„)+)2-^(«„(xn)-)2

A_

G(m„(x„))

'f(u„(y„)+)2 - -f(u„(y„r)2
1

G(u„(y„))\

: / [a+w+(ct„)-A_w~((T„) -^(w„(<T„))](Vw„(cr„), a'n)dt
Jo

+ [ [k+u+(y)-k-U-(y)-g(u„(y))](Vu„(y),y')dt
Jo

+ /  [k+u+(x„) - k-u~(x„) - g(u„(x„))]CVu„(xn), x'„)dt
Jo

< (l(a„) + l(x„))\\g(u„) - (k+u+ -k-u„)

+ U \g(u„) - (k+u+ - k-u-)\j \\Vu„\

|Vw„|

l(CT„) + l(X„) + ||W„||J   / \g(Un) - ß+K - ¿-"n )l
Jy

•(a||Mu||oo + b) • (c\\u„Woo + d),

for some constants c and d . Therefore, by Claim 6 and (2.19),

(2.20)

where e„

large,

(2.21)

x+ o2^ s2„ - G(s„) < e^WuJi, + I)

0. Using now (2.18) and Claim 3, we get that, for n sufficiently

^-s2 - G(s„) >Uk+- k)s2n >\(k+- k)n2\\u„

Combining (2.20) and (2.21) leads to a contradiction when n

Claim 5 is proved.    D

oo.   Hence

We are now ready to conclude the proof of Proposition 2.1. We will show

how to choose R and 5 in the definition of an open set tf in (2.6). Let us

take n such that S„ > max{-,4, B, C} , where A , B were introduced at the

beginning of the proof of Proposition 2.1 and where C comes from Claim 3.

Let us put S = S„ and R = -S/nx , and let us consider the corresponding open

set tf. We will show that there is no solution of (2.5) on dcf for p G [0, 1[.

If u G tf (i.e. R < minu < B and A < max« < S) is a solution of (2.5) for

some p g [0, 1 [, then, by Claim 1, max u > A and min u < B . Moreover, if

||w||oo < C, then max u < C < S and min u > -C > -S/nx = R. On the other

hand if ||«||oo > C, then max» < S by Claim 5 and min« > -S/nx = R by
Claim 3. In any case u G tf. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.   D

It remains to give the

Proof of Claim 6. We can of course suppose here N > 2 . Since Q is open and

connected, for any pair of points in Q, there exists a simple piecewise linear

path joining them and having range in Q.  Moreover, by the Cxx  character
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of öQ (which implies the interior sphere condition at any point of 9Q), the

above property extends to any pair of points in Q. Therefore let S be a simple

piecewise linear path joining xn to yo and having range in Q, with the possible

exception of the endpoints xn and yo . Using again the interior sphere condition

in case Xn or y o belongs to 9Q, we can find, for each segment [zk, zk+x]

constituting ô, a (N - l)-dimensional ball Bk , centered at (zk + zk+x)/2 and

lying in the hyperplane orthogonal to [zk, zk+x] through (zk + zk+x)/2, such

that the convex hull Ck of the set Bk U {zk, zk+x} is entirely contained in

Q, with the possible exception of zk and zk+x . Clearly Ck is made of two

symmetric closed cones Ck and Ck having as common basis Bk , as common

axis the line through zk and zk+x , and as vertices zk and zk+x , respectively.

Let us set, for each n ,

r« = \g(u„) - (k+u+ - A_u-)|/||uB||oo.

We know that /n Y„ dx —> 0 and therefore, for each k ,

/    Y„ dx —► 0   and     /   Y„dx -> 0.
Jck Jet

Now we introduce spherical coordinates in Ck . Without loss of generality,

we can suppose that zk is the origin of R^ and that the line through zk

and zk+x is the xjy axis. We will also assume N > 3 (the case N = 2 can

be treated in a similar way). We denote the spherical coordinates of a point

x G Ck by (p, cpx, ... , cpN-2, 6), with p e [0, Rk/coscpx], cpx G [0, ak],

(cp2, ... , cpN-2, 6) G [0, n]N~3 x [0, 27i], where Rk = \\zk+x - zk\ and ak is

the semi-amplitude of Ck . Hence, indicating by <P this change of coordinates,

we get

fRkl cos ip\

/ / Yn(<&)\àet<S>'\dp\ dcpx---dcpN-2d6
J(0,ak\x(0,k]n->*[0,2n] \Jo )

— j    Y„(x)dx —» 0,
Jcr

'[0,at]x[0,7î]A'-3x[0,2s]

fJo

where |det<P'| = pN~x (sin tpx)N~2 (sin cp2)N~* ■■-(sin cpN-2). It follows that, pos-

sibly for a subsequence,

rRk/cos<pi

10

for a.e. (cpx, ... , tpN-2, Ö) g [0, ak] x [0, n]N~* x [0, 2%]. Passing to a further

subsequence we also have that for a.e. fixed (cpx, ... , cpN-2, 8), T„(0) —> 0

for a.e. p e [0, Rk/cos<px]. On the other hand the functions T„ are uni-

formly bounded (due to the linear growth of g) and therefore, by the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem, we get that, for a.e. (cpx, ... , cpN-2, 6),

rRklcos<px

Y„(<t>)dp^0.
¡o

This means that, for a.e. point £ in Bk ,

(2.22) f       Y„ -+ 0.4*;ti

Jo
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Working similarly on Ck , one concludes that, for a.e. Ç, in Bk,

(2.23) / r„ - 0.
JlC.tkfil

Therefore, setting yk = [zk , C]U[£, zk+l] for one Ç such that both (2.22) and
(2.23) hold, one has

ML'   /    \g(Un) - (k+U+ - k-U„)\ ^ 0.
Jyk

Repeating this argument on each  Ck, one eventually gets the conclusion by

taking y = (jk yk .   D

Remark 2.3. The result of Theorem 1.1 easily extends to the problem

{

Lu = g(u) - h(x)   in Q, '

du/dvL = 0   ondQ,

where L is an elliptic operator of the form

N
. ^   d   (       .du\

with Lipschitz coefficients fly = a}¡ and where d/duL denotes the associated
conormal derivative. Similar extensions hold for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below.

3.  TWO RELATED PROBLEMS

The techniques developed in §2 can be applied to the situation where the

nonlinearity g in problem ( 1.1 ) is such that g(s)/s lies asymptotically between

two higher eigenvalues kk and kk+x . One obtains in this way an analogue for

the Neumann problem of the main results of [DS-Om].

Theorem 3.1. Assume that, for some k > 1,

kk < liminf ^ < lim sup ^ < kk+x.
5—±oo      S i^ioo       S

Moreover assume that

2G(s)     , .. 2G(s)     ,
hm sup —y1- > kk   or lim sup —s-^ > kk
s—*—oo       ^ s—>+oo        ^

and that
f2G(s)     , ..       f2G(s)     .

hmint —t— < Ak+i    or limint —^— < kk+x.
s—>-oo       S s—»-oo       S¿

Then problem (1.1) is solvable for any given h G Lp(ü.) with p > N.

These techniques also allow one to deal with the Dirichlet problem (1.3)

when the nonlinearity g is such that g(s)/s lies asymptotically between the

first eigenvalue and one point of the first curve of the corresponding Fucik

spectrum.
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Theorem 3.2. Let px be the first eigenvalue of -A on H0X(Q) and let (p+ , //_)

be one point of the first curve of the Fucik spectrum of -A on H0X (Q). Assume

that

Pi < lim inf Ä < lim sup ̂  < p±.

Moreover assume that

2G(s) ,   .. 2G(s)
hmsup—2—> P-\    and   hm sup—2—> px,
s—* —oo        S s—>+oo        S

and that
,.    •  ,2G(s) ..    , e2G(s)
hminf—^— < p-    or    hminf—^ < p+.
s—> — oo       s j—>+oo        S

Then problem (1.3) is solvable for any given h G Lp(Cl) with p > N.
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